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CRYPTO THOTS

Collect thots. Build your harem.
Become an NFT P.I.M.P
Crypto Thots bridges the gap between
NFTs and online content providers.
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BLOCKCHAIN THOTTERY

3,333 Thots have found their way to
the blockchain. Will you sit idly by while
someone else takes your territory? Or
will you man up, grab your mink coat and
suede loafers and start your journey as a
blockchain pimp?
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FIND YOUR THOT

You may think all thots are created equal
but a real G knows nothing could be
further from the truth.

Pimps together strong!
Discord link
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THE THOT TAKEOVER

A real pimp is always hustling to make sure
the world sees his thots. Here’s how you
show your wares as a blockchain pimp:
Thot Selection
Scroll through the thot carousel to explore
the best digital ASSets on this page. Mentally
prepare yourself for the ultimate NFT
experience (NFT = Naturally Fine Thots)
Stack That Pimp Purse
Pimps know that money makes the world
go round. A pimp without money is like a
thot without Instagram - helpless and lost.
So make sure you have ETH in any of our
accepted wallets.

Simps put thots on a pedestal. Pimps see
thots as the shrewd businesswomen they
are. Every once in a while you come across a
perfect blueprint and you and your thot have
a chance to conquer the world together.
Crypto thots embraces this philosophy by
granting NFT holders special privileges and
access to exclusive content made ONLY for
the Crypto thots collection. Mint a rare thot
and all these spoils will be yours.
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 SIMP TO PIMP - THE HEROES
JOURNEY

If you’re looking for the latest
developments, the best information and
the ultimate thottery… then join our Discord
right now.
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Build your harem
Adding thots to your blockchain harem is
easy. Mint your NFT by clicking a button,
buy a thot from another harem holder or
trade it with other pimps looking to build
their stable of thots.
Show Your Thots To The World
Crypto Thots is not some amateur outfit.
We have integrated E.N.S/ISPF which
allows you to add your Thots to your
Virtual Card! The world will know you as a
blockchain pimp.
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equal. A true blockchain pimp knows
there’s levels to this game.
Our thots come in different background,
accessories, etc. so that every thot is
unique. Every thot has her own unique set
of traits.
Some traits are more rare than others and
these girls are more valuable than their
more basic counterparts.
We won’t reveal the rarity scores yet but
just by eyeballing the different thots you
can get a sense of what traits are rare vs
what traits are more common.

THOTS - BASIC TO UNICORN

Despite the fact that we love all thots
we all know that not all thots are created
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Angle: The Thottery Lottery
We give away OF subs, OF content, NFTs
and cash prizes to random minters and we
call it the ‘thottery lottery’.

Angle: Partnering with OF
thots and creating shared
interests
We could partner up with Twitch streamer
and Onlyfans thots since this is basically
the birthplace of current day thottery.
Maybe some Insta thots as well.
So random OF thot number 1 partners up
with us. She tells her army of simps AND
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she records some exclusive content for
a lucky Crypto Thot minter. We also buy
10 subs to her content for 10 lucky thot
minters. (numbers can obviously change,
you get the general idea)
We pick the crypto thot that looks most
like this particular thot and say: “if you get
this rare thot you ALSO get your exclusive
thot content!”
OF thot gets 10 subs + money for her
exclusive content + access to our
audience. Essentially she gets guaranteed
money plus an additional funnel.
We get the advantage of telling everyone
they could be lucky and get exclusive
thottery goodness.
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THE THOTS EMERGE
Building the community and initial collection of 3,333 CryptoThots.
Revealing sneak peeks (a.k.a. Thot peeks)
666 Whitelist (a.k.a. White Knight) spots available open up.
Introducing Instagram Filters and Giveaway Contests
Reveal of the Pimp Path
First Thot rumors spread amongst crypto influencers

THOT TAKEOVER INITIATED
Thots gain more traction amongst influencers in the NFT scene
Start of the (in)famous Thottery Lottery giving away over $10,000
Sneak peek of the upcoming 3d version of the Thots
Onboarding more real life thot models
Second Collection Drop: Return of the Thots

DECENTRALIZED THOTTERY
20% of mint revenue flows back to the Thot community
10% of mint revenue flows to charity
Introduction of breed and mix functionality. Finally you can
build your own Thot Harem
Thot Mix: mix your Crypto Thots’ backgrounds and
traits to create your own perfect Thot NFT.
Pimp Flash: holders will receive a virtual card so you can
flex your Thot NFTs in your bio like the pimp you are.
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FROM SIMP TO PIMP
We reveal the story of how you can become a P.I.M.P.
Info about P.I.M.P coin and how you use it to
advance on the Pimp Path
PPI introduction (Passive Pimp Income). Stake your Thot NFT(s)
and get your slice of that sweet passive income

THOT TYRANNY
Once Thot Tyranny is complete we’re ready to reveal the ultimate
3d Crypto Thots collection. After all... booty is supposed
to be appreciated in 3d.
The Crypto Thots enter the Decentraland party with a splash.
13ETH Giveaway in our Decentraland Club.
P2E (Pimp 2 Earn) game introduction so you can show your
pimping skills on the blockchain
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THE THOT PAPER
1

CRYPTO THOTS TAKE OVER
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THE PIMP PATH

Thots have rapidly grown into an integral
part of online culture. Never before
have we seen as much attention and
appreciation for thottery as we do now.

And so it shall come to pass, that every
time the simp class payeth for thottery…
the pimp class groweth more prosperous.

Thots are taking over the world by
providing online content and conquering
platforms like Twitch, Instagram, Onlyfans
and many more.

Simps lose money and never get the girl.
Pimps make money and always get the girl.

The world of crypto and NFTs is dominated
by males.
The world of online content providing is
dominated by females.
Crypto Thots bridges the gap between
these two worlds.

Ancient Internet prophecy

If you want to be on the right side of this
equation then the Pimp Path is designed
for you.
We have designed the Crypto Thots
collection and roadmap in such a way that
NFT holders have multiple ways to profit
off their investment.

It’s the logical next step. Join us and let’s
usher in a new era of thottery.
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FROM SIMP TO PIMP

What’s the opposite of a simp?
That’s right. A pimp.
Crypto Thots allows you to collect a
harem of thots and start your journey as a
blockchain pimp.
Now before you grab that mink coat and
slip on those silky smooth suede loafers
you have to ask yourself one question.
How do I become an NFT Pimp?
Glad you asked. Because we have to talk
about the Pimp path.
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LOW BODYCOUNT

Many collections consist of 7,000 - 10,000
NFTs or even more. High supply makes it
exceedingly hard to ensure enough buying
pressure for the floor to hold and rise over
time.
That’s why we chose to work with a much
lower body count. There will be 3,333
Thots released on the blockchain.
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 COMMANDING THOT
MARKETING POWER

Thots attract eyeballs and attention.
There’s no other way to put it. Entire wars
have been fought over thottery. And yet…
…no NFT collection has utilized this
immense marketing power.
By working together with a select group of
real life high profile thots we will reach vast
amounts of people AND enter a market
that no other NFT project has been able to
effectively reach before.
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THREEDIMENSIONAL THOTTERY

No one likes a flat Thot. Booty is supposed
to be appreciated in 3D. That’s why we’ll
introduce the ultimate 3D Crypto Thots
collection. As a Thot holder you’ll receive a
3D version of your Thots, ready to make a
splash in the Metaverse.
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P2E = PIMP 2 EARN

The Pimp path isn’t easy but when you
have your stable of girls it’s time for you to
enjoy that sweet, sweet PPI.
We’re talking about Passive Pimp Income
obviously.
As a Crypto Thot holder you’ll be able to
stake your Thots and get your slice of that
sweet passive income without lifting even
one of your jewel ringed fingers.
Not only that, we’ll also introduce a Pimp
2 Earn game so you can show your mad
pimping skills on the blockchain and grow
your pimping empire.

THE THOTTERY LOTTERY

At Crypto Thots we’re all about our
community. After all: Pimps together =
strong.
So it makes sense to build in rewards as
soon as possible. That’s why we’ll start
the Thottery Lottery and give away over
$10,000 in cash prizes.
Not only that, we’ve also set it up in such
a way that 20% of mint revenue flows
directly back to the Thot community AND
10% of mint revenue flows to a Thottery
Charity cause.
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P.I.M.P COIN

Is a Pimp even legit if he doesn’t have his
own coin?
Exactly. That’s what we thought.
So we will be introducing the P.I.M.P. coin
and add liquidity to benefit Crypto Thot
holders. Earn passive income, expand your
stable of Thots and rule the streets.
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THOTS GO METAVERSE

Once Thot Tyranny is complete we’re
taking over the Metaverse. Crypto Thots
will enter Decentraland and celebrate by
giving away over 13ETH to NFT holders in
an epic Blockchain Pimp Party.
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FINAL BLOCK
We will be updating this
whitepaper over time. Feel free
to let us know your questions and
comments in our Discord:
discord.gg/cryptothots

